HE one-volume school Arithmetics published in the United
States prior to about 1850 are characterized by an evident seriousness of purpose and space-conscious avoidance of verbalization. Without illustrations, packed with rules and examples, their crowded pages attempt to extend knowledge and skills from counting and number combinations to the most advanced of algorithms and applications. One would hardly expect, in such circumstances, a high level of human interest, or even a considered diversity of approach. The last thing to be anticipated would be light That the old Arithmetics include so much clearly intended to be of contemporary interest and relevance, and from our vantage point possessing nostalgic or antiquarian charm, is to the credit of the several generations of writers and compilers, a little-known group of dedicated workers whose imagination, resourcefulness, even humor, is preserved in the problems they conceived and perpetuated. Questions illustrating Single Fellowship ; Double Position ; the Rules of Three, Five, and Seven j Compound Proportion Inverse 5 Alligation; Tare and Trett; and other phases of traditional school arithmetic, show effort, not unsuccessful, to make the subject interesting, significant, or perhaps both. The poems, in the form of which, on occasion, problems were stated, are something of a category unto themselves. Consider an early example, from Workman's The American Accountant (Philadelphia, 1789) When first the marriage knot was tied Betwixt my wife and me. My age did hers as far exceed, As three times three do three ; But after ten and half ten years, We man and wife had been, Her age came up as near to mine, As eight is to sixteen. Now Tyro skill'd in numbers, say What were our ages on the wedding day?
To which the answer, a rhyming couplet, is:
Sir, forty-five years you had been, Your bride no more than just fifteen. IVa.
In the midst of a meadow well stored with grass, I took just an acre to tether my ass; How long must the cord be, that feeding all round, He may'nt graze less or more than an acre of ground?
M'Cord, publishing in 1849, submits this version:
IVb.
A horse in the midst of a meadow suppose, Made fast to a stake by a line from his nose : How long must the line be, that feeding all round, Permits him to graze just an acre of ground?
Bonnycastle, with nineteenth-century unconcern for reasonableness of precision, gives the length as 39.25073 yards ; M'Cord as 117 ft. 9+ in.
An eight-line verse embodying the familiar "hare and hounds" rate problem is found in at least three Arithmetics. This version may be original with Bennett (1824). It is found unaltered in M'Cord (1849).
V.
As I was beating on the forest grounds, Up starts a hare before my two grayhounds ; The dogs, being light of foot, did fairly run Unto her fifteen rods just twenty-one. The distance that she started up before Was fourscore sixteen rods just, and no more : Now this I'd have you unto me declare, How far they ran before they caught the hare?
Tobias Ostrander, in While the question is unusual-guineas and moidores were, respectively, British and Portuguese gold pieces-it was not irrelevant to the United States. According to a contemporary Arithmetic (Emerson, 1839), both coins had been "rendered current by Act of Congress." They were, in a fully literal sense, "good as gold." 10 calculated to divert, as well as afford exercise and instruction." The reference clearly is to the poems, found mainly among miscellaneous examples, pp. As revealed by the published answer, "The greatest part is $50 05 cts, the less $49 95," the difference is cents and the squaring allusion is more to "fair and square" than to the mathematical operation. The couplet which follows, due to Ostrander, is surely the shortest of rhyming problems, and among the more difficult to interpret. A study in unorthodox proportion, its published answer is 120:
XI.
If the third of eight be four, What is the fifth of twenty score?
Only in the longer poems, however, can there be revealed the charm of this early problem form. Thus, in Bonnycastle's Mensurationy an arithmetical branch that would not have been expected to inspire poetry:
XII.
One ev'ning I chanc'd with a tinker to sit, Whose tongue ran a great deal too fast for his wit:
He talked of his art with abundance of mettle; So I ask'd him to make me a flat-bottom'd kettle. Let the top and the bottom diameters be, In just such proportion as five is to three : Twelve inches the depth I propos'd and no more ; And to hold in ale gallons seven less than a score. He promis'd to do it and strait to work went; But when he had done it he found it too scant. He alter'd it then, but too big he had made it; For though it held right the diameters fail'd it : Thus making it often too big and too little, The tinker at last had quite spoiled his kettle ; But he swears he will bring his said promise to pass, Or else that he'll spoil every ounce of his brass. Now to keep him from ruin, I pray find him out The diameter's length, for he'll ne'er do't I doubt.
Neither the mensuration formula for the volume of the conic frustrum nor the capacity of the beer or ale gallon (282 cubic inches) is widely known among students of today, but the kettle dimensions do follow, 14.6401 and 24.4002 inches.
Mahan's The Private Instructor> or Mathematics Simplified (Harrisburg, 1838) claimed to comprise "every thing necessary in arithmetic, bookkeeping, conveyancing, mensuration, and gauging, to form and complete the man of business." 11 It included this one verse problem, readily following from an algebraic approach with two unknowns, but intended for arithmetic solution:
XIII.
A father and his son upon a time, Were laden with some bottles of French wine ; The son unto the father did complain, That the weight of them his arms did sorely pain; The father said, if one of yours I take, My number double unto yours will make, But if I one of mine to you do give, As many as you have in all I still shall haveHow many bottles of this wine Had each of them I pray define?
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M'Cord relates the following improbable social incident, which can give rise to an equation unusual in form:
XIV.
A country clown addressed a charming belle, Who in both wit and learning did excel ; The youth, unskilled in numbers, as will show, Desirous was the lady's age to knowWhen she replied with a majestic air, And piercing words peculiar to the fair, "My age is such, if multiplied by three, Two sevenths of that product tripled be, The square root of two ninths of that is four : Now tell my age, or never see me more."
Ostrander offers a somewhat similar tale, involving two sisters. The elder, ahead of her time, employed a standardized test in screening suitors. Solution of the basic problem can involve a pure quadratic, number theoretic insight, trial and error-or, one suspects, pure luck.
XV.
My sister's years are just to mine, As forty-six to sixty-nineAnd if you multiply them o'er, The product's six times sixty-four; Show thou our ages unto me, And I thy wedded wife will beAll other proffers are in vain, No other shall that favor gain.
Ostrander provides not only the largest, but also the most interesting, selection of verse problems. Consider this variation on the type-problem of the hare and hounds:
XVI.
A harmless dove was soaring high, To stretch her wings in spaceAt length a hawk did her espy, And give the dove a chase ; Just forty chains were then between Those birds as we could viewWhen the poor dove flew seventeen,
The hawk just twenty-two ;
The hawk pursued with all its strength, As those who saw did sayThen tell the chains he flew in length, Before he caught his prey?
Two questions introduce the heroes-occasionally villains-of eighteenth-and nineteenth-century Arithmetics, A> B> and C:
XVII. Ay By and Cy met at an inn, Where they grew very merry With drinking brandy, wine, and gin, Some glasses too of cherry; At length the reck'ning they must pay,
To make all matters even-A paid two ninths, as poets say, While B and C paid seven ; As oft as B paid eighty cents, C paid the sum of fifty; Now tell the cents each fellow spent, If C spent nine times twenty?
Answers, in cases such as this, may turn out to be unrealistic fractions. Nineteenth-century authors are undisturbed. A paid "1,33 5/7 cts!" 
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Ostrander offers, as well, an interesting variation on the "tinker" kettle mensuration problem, in eight lines:
XIX. I agreed with a tinker, whose name was Dolittle, To make for my wife a flat-bottomed kettleTwelve inches exactly the depth of the same, And twenty-five gallons of beer to containThe number of inches across on the top Was twice on the bottom when new at the shop ; How many inches across must the bottom then be, Likewise on the top, pray shew unto me.
Top and bottom diameters, as given in the author's solution: 35.8096 and 17.9048 inches.
Flocks of sheep figure in two of Ostrander's easier problems, improbable questions which the arithmetically-inclined drover might be presumed to pose.
XX.
Hail master! hail; two hundred sheep You sure have in your drove ; Nay, said the owner, there is not By forty and aboveBut if you add one forth to them, To make the number more, And multiply the same by ten, There will be fifty score. How many sheep had he ?
XXI.
Two drovers meeting on their way, And thus they said-" 'Tis true, If half your flock you give to me, I'll have just eighty-two." "Nay, friend," the other soon replied, "Add but a third to mine, Of your best sheep-then I shall have One hundred twenty-nine." His answer was exactly true, No scholar will impeach ; Then by your knowledge show to me How many sheep had each?
Ostrander will best be remembered, if history should accord him a place, for the particularly challenging problems, in verse form, that he set before American students. Here he touches on free fall, the simple pendulum, the visible horizon, and the more difficult topics in mensuration. Five illustrations serve to show the authorcompiler at his best. The first concerns an improvised rain gauge:
To catch the drops of rain-A half a globe was just its form, Two feet across the same ; The storm was o'er, the tempest past, I to the bowl repair' The side of the square and diameter of the circle turn out, significantly, to be equal. The value of the square piece of land is $62,726.40, exactly, while that of the circular piece is of the order of $197,000. The latter expression involves py and approximation becomes necessary. Ostrander, in giving his result to the ten millionth of a cent, ironically errs in the sixth decimal place of fi. His errata rectify the mistake, surely a minor classic of nonsignificant decimal places. The author, it is suspected, has further erred in twice counting the dollars at the corners of his square. The allusion to a one-inch dollar suggests that the verse, or problem, may have been adapted from an earlier version, possibly one with shillings and guineas. Neither the gold nor silver dollar of the United States has in any sense approximated the inch.
Ostrander's remaining contribution to problem verse presupposes an acquaintance with schoolboy physics, or with variation as applied to physics. A gravitational question, it is simpler than it appears, for the result is independent of the gravitational constant, g. Ostrander misses this straightforward, somewhat elegant, approach.
XXVI.
I drop't a ball from Jackson's bridge, Its height above the stream to tell-A pendulum two feet in length, Made six vibrations while it fell; Can you in numbers fairly show How high this lofty bridge must be Above the stream that glides below,
The feet and inches show to me ?
The "correct" height, based on data provided in the poem, is I44 71 " 2 , roughly 1420, feet. Ostrander gives 215 feet 10.54 inches. His error proves to be basic and major, an unusual happening in a nineteenth-century school Arithmetic. It stands out, once detected, in the interestingly antiquated "demonstration" (p. 204) :
Demonstration: 39,2 inches the length of a pendulum, vibrating seconds; then 2 feet X 12 = 24 inches the length of the pendulum; then 39,2)24 = ,6122 seconds the time of one vibration; then ,6122 X 6 = 3,6732 seconds the time of the ball's descent; then 3,6732 X 3,6732 = 13,49239824; then 13,49239824 X 16 the number of feet that a ball or stone will fall in the time of one second = 215,87837184 feet height of the bridge above the stream. . . .
For several generations of American schoolboys, the verse problem is seen to have been a part, admittedly a small part, of arith-
